1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Superior semicircular canal dehiscence (SCD) involves discontinuity of the bone overlying the superior semicircular canal (SSCC), creating a third window in the inner ear. Normal pressure gradients for the endolymphatic flow are disturbed and patients typically present with auditory and vestibular symptoms such as hyperacousis, autophony, oscillopsia and vertigo induced by loud sound or pressure ([@bib11]). High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) is the preferred imaging modality for confirming SCD. However, false positive radiologic findings and asymptomatic radiographically apparent dehiscence limit the diagnostic utility of HRCT. These scans do not permit differentiation of bone thinner than 0.1 mm from true dehiscence. In normal subjects, bone overlying the SSCC has an average thickness of 0.67 mm and standard deviation of 0.38 mm, and the proportion of normal individuals with an overlying SC bone thickness \<0.1 mm is greater than the incidence of SCD in the general population (0.05%) ([@bib1]). Accordingly, the positive predictive value of HRCT for SCD is only 57% ([@bib3]).

Given the diagnostic limitations of HCRT, SCD is confirmed in the clinical setting by additional physiologic tests including audiometry and calorimetry. Audiometric findings associated with SCD include air-bone gaps and negative bone conduction thresholds at lower frequencies ([@bib11]) Caloric testing is commonly performed in patients with SCD due to associated complaints of vertigo. However, the utility of caloric testing as a diagnostic tool for SCD has been questioned because the SSCC is not reached by caloric stimulation ([@bib12]). The relationship of temporal bone anatomy to caloric output has been described in previous reports of healthy subjects, and may represent an additional means of identifying subjects with SCD based on their temporal bone anatomy ([@bib18]).

Pursuing additional SCD diagnostic strategies is warranted. We hypothesize that SCD may demonstrate unique anatomic characteristics at the level of the gross temporal bones that may assist clinicians in cases where HRCT findings are indeterminate at the SSCC. This hypothesis is based on previous characterizations of SCD anatomy that demonstrated a propensity for uniform SSCC bone thickness bilaterally in patients with and without SCD ([@bib1], [@bib10], [@bib8]). However, the clinical applicability of these previous reports remains limited by HRCT resolution constraints in distinguishing between thin overlying SSCC bone (non-SCD) and true dehiscence (SCD). Three-dimensional volume reconstruction provides a novel method for comprehensive analysis of SCD temporal bone anatomy. We therefore provide an exploratory pilot study to characterize the temporal bone anatomic differences in patients with and without SCD.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

This is a retrospective study approved by the Duke University Health System Institutional Review Board. Records were reviewed for 18 adult subjects from 2010 through 2015 presenting to the otology clinic with complaints of vertigo but normal caloric responses, 7 of these subjects (age: 37--67 years, median age is 57 years; gender: 2 males and 5 females) had SCD (per HCRT, audiometry, cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potentials \[cVEMP\], and clinical findings) and the other 11 subjects (age: 18--84 years, median age is 50 years; gender: 6 males and 5 females) had normal temporal bone anatomy. Of the 7 subjects with SCD 4 subjects had unilateral SCD and 3 subjects had bilateral cases of SCD, thus a total of 10 SCD temporal bones were identified. The methods used for vestibular testing are described elsewhere ([@bib18]). No subjects had surgical or traumatic changes to the temporal bones.

*Data collection* -- Temporal bone CT scans were obtained using a Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash machine; with a section thickness of 0.6 mm, 512 × 512 matrix, rotation time of 1 s, and exposure time of 1825 ms. Digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) images had 512 rows, 631 columns, and a pixel spacing of 0.176 by 0.176 mm. The scans were imported into and de-identified by Avizo 8.1 software (FEI Visualization Sciences Group, Burlington, MA). Computed anatomic parameters included surface area (SA) in mm^2^, volume (V) in mm^3^, and surface area-to-volume ratios (SA:V) in mm^−1^ for the following anatomic regions: temporal bone, temporal bone airspaces, and lateral semicircular canals (LSCCs). Temporal bone airspaces were defined as all continuous airspaces medial to the tympanic membrane (TM). The location of the TM was identified at the most lateral sagittal cut showing complete bony encasement of the auditory canal ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For anatomic regions were SA and V were computed, SA was defined as the area of all the surfaces covering that region; V is defined as the amount of space the anatomic region occupies. SA and V were calculated for each anatomic region using Avizo 8.1. To ensure consistency across all scans, the same co-author (M.A.dJ) manually performed all segmentations in the SCD cohort. The distance between the LSCC and TM was measured using ICEM-CFD™ 16.1 software (ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA). [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the reconstruction of a temporal bone from a CT-scan showing unilateral dehiscence of the right SSCC.Fig. 1Temporal bone anatomy in a case of right sided superior semicircular canal dehiscence. A) High resolution CT scan of the temporal bone and B) its 3D reconstruction of the airspace showing unilateral dehiscence of the right superior semicircular canal, while the left superior semicircular canal is covered by bone. The three-dimensional volume reconstruction denotes the temporal bones in light blue and the tympanic membrane and semicircular canals in dark blue. SSCC = superior semicircular canal, LSCC = lateral semicircular canal, TM = tympanic membrane.Fig. 1

*Statistical analysis* -- Box-plots of computed anatomic parameters (SA, V and SA:V) for temporal bones with SCD from the 7 subjects were compared with normal temporal bones from the 11 subjects, and a two-tailed non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test analysis was used to investigate statistical significance at α = 0.05. Monothermal warm caloric responses (MV~warm~) were compared across the 22 unilateral ears from our cohort with normal temporal bones, 10 unilateral ears *affected* by dehisce from the SCD cohort, and 4 unilateral ears *not affected* by dehisce from the SCD cohort. Furthermore, MV~warm~ responses from the 10 unilateral temporal bones *affected* by SCD were plotted against their respective computed temporal bone anatomic parameters (SA, V and SA:V) and linear regression lines were fitted to determine associations between MV~warm~ and dehisced anatomic parameters.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

As indicated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, temporal bone volume (V) was significantly different between both cohorts (p = 0.001). Mean (±standard deviation) temporal bone V in temporal bones with SCD was 16,343 mm^3^ ± 4471 mm^3^ compared to 21,484 mm^3^ ± 3920 mm^3^ in those with normal anatomy. Similarly, differences in temporal bone surface area (SA) and SA:V ratio between both cohorts were statistically significant with p \< 0.001. Average temporal bone SA was higher in the presence of SCD (18,073 mm^2^ ± 3002 mm^2^) than in temporal bones with normal anatomy (13,733 mm^2^ ± 1603 mm^2^).Fig. 2Box plots with mean values and standard deviation for temporal bone anatomic parameters. Volume, surface area and surface area-to-volume ratio (SA:V) of temporal bones with (n = 10; SCD) and without (n = 22; Normal) superior semicircular canal dehiscence. \*Indicates statistical significance at a = 0.05.Fig. 2

For temporal bone airspace, V, SA, and SA:V were not significantly different between both cohorts; p = 1, p = 0.5 and p = 0.2 for analyses on V, SA, and SA:V, respectively. Box-plots figures in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} comparing the distributions of both cohorts support the lack of significant differences. With the exception of LSCC SA:V that was significantly different (p = 0.01) between SCD and normal anatomy subjects, computed LSCC values for V (p = 0.2), SA (p = 0.3) and LSCC to TM Distance (p = 0.2) were not significantly different, and these are supported by box-plots in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. On average, LSCC V for temporal bones with SCD was higher (12.6 mm^3^ ± 2.2 mm^3^ vs 11.8 mm^3^ ± 5.0 mm^3^) with lower SA (59.8 mm^2^ ± 8.0 mm^2^ vs 64.2 mm^2^ ± 11.0 mm^2^) than among those with normal temporal bone anatomy. In addition, both LSCC SA:V (4.8 mm^−1^ ± 0.7 mm^−1^) and LSCC to TM Distance (9.7 mm ± 1.2 mm) for SCD temporal bones were lower than those computed for temporal bones with normal temporal bone anatomy (SA:V = 5.9 mm^−1^ ± 1.5 mm^−1^ and LSCC-to-TM = 9.9 mm ± 0.7 mm).Fig. 3Box plots with mean values and standard deviation for parameters of temporal bone airspace. Volume, surface area and surface area-to-volume ratio (SA:V) of airspaces of temporal bones with (n = 10; SCD) and without (n = 22; Normal) superior semicircular canal dehiscence.Fig. 3Fig. 4Box plots with mean values and standard deviation for different extractions of the Lateral Semicircular Canal. Volume, surface area, surface area-to-volume ratio (SA:V) and the distance to the tympanic membrane (TM) of the lateral semicircular canal (LSCC) from temporal bones with (n = 10; SCD) and without (n = 22; Normal) superior semicircular canal dehiscence. \*Indicates statistical significance at a = 0.05.Fig. 4

Average warm caloric response (MV~warm~) was higher (20.3 ± 10.6 deg/s) in the unilateral ears *not affected* by dehiscence among subjects with SCD than in their unilateral ears *affected* by dehiscence (18.8 ± 9.0 deg/sec). Interestingly, average MV~warm~ was lowest in the unilateral ears from our cohort with normal temporal bones (16.6 ± 8.2 deg/s) compared to temporal bones with SCD ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Plots of MV~warm~ response against computed SCD temporal bone anatomic parameters (SA, V and SA:V) showed moderate to strong correlations between MV~warm~ response and the following anatomic parameters: temporal bone SA:V (r = 0.64), temporal bone airspace V (r = 0.60), temporal bone airspace SA (r = 0.55), LSCC SA (r = 0.51), and LSCC-to-TM Distance (r = 0.65) (see [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Caloric response to warm irrigation. Means and standard deviations for the caloric response to warm irrigation (MV~warm~ = maximum velocity of slow phase nystagmus during warm irrigation in degrees/second) are provided for temporal bones with normal anatomy (Normal, n = 22), with SCD (SCD, n = 10), and with normal anatomy from subjects with unilateral superior semicircular canal dehiscence (N-SCD, n = 4).Fig. 5Fig. 6Correlation of bone and airspace segmentations with caloric responses to warm irrigation. MV~warm~ responses are observed with respect to temporal bone, temporal bone airspace, and lateral semicircular canals for the following parameters: volume, surface area, and surface area/volume ratio for temporal bones with SCD (n = 10).Fig. 6

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

SCD presents a series of clinical and diagnostic challenges. Only recently have improved imaging techniques allowed for the diagnosis of SCD in patients with vertigo ([@bib21]) and conductive hearing loss ([@bib15]) SCD etiology remains debated. Notably, the thinness of the overlying bone of the SCD has limited the diagnostic utility of HRCT, which has a positive predictive value for SCD of only 57% ([@bib3], [@bib8]). The present study characterizes gross anatomic differences between temporal bones with and without SCD. Quantifying these anatomic parameters may assist clinicians where SCD diagnosis is indeterminate based on clinical suspicion and conventional HRCT findings alone.

Our observation that SCD temporal bone volumes are significantly smaller and less dense than normal temporal bone builds upon previous characterization of temporal bone anatomy. Decreased temporal bone pneumatization (i.e. temporal bone airspace) has been demonstrated bilaterally in unilateral SCD patients in comparison to subjects with otosclerosis or temporal bone fracture ([@bib20]). Comparatively, temporal bone thickness has been shown to remain constant bilaterally within normal subjects ([@bib10], [@bib8]). In the current study, the observed differences in temporal bone volume, surface area, and surface area to volume ratio are likely related to SCD morphology rather than baseline bilateral anatomic variation. Therefore, in clinical settings where HRCT findings of the bone overlying the SSCC are indeterminate, the nature and degree of temporal bone asymmetry may affect the diagnostic likelihood of SCD. The ability to analyze multiple anatomic parameters may enable more accurate modeling of temporal bone morphology in future validation studies of SCD diagnosis using three dimensional volume reconstructions.

Calorimetry is the gold standard for testing complaints of dizziness and vertigo in the clinical setting; however, caloric findings are particularly difficult to interpret in patients with temporal bone pathologies because the exact mechanism of heat transfer in the temporal bone remains unknown ([@bib6], [@bib7]). It is known that the superior semicircular canal is not reached by caloric irrigation ([@bib12]); however, variations in temporal bone anatomy have been demonstrated to influence caloric output ([@bib18]). Specifically, heat may be transferred from the EAC either through bone and soft tissue or by the circulation of air through the middle ear cavity, as observed across a wide variety in anatomic factors of the temporal bone such as total volume and pneumatization ([@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib5], [@bib4]). Several studies characterizing anatomical differences in temporal bones related to caloric results have reached conflicting conclusions ([@bib9], [@bib24], [@bib19], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib14]). However, a recent report, using a novel three-dimensional volume reconstruction technique, showed that a total of 69.5% of the variance in MV~warm~ could be explained by variation in these anatomic factors ([@bib18]). In healthy patients, temporal bone anatomy has been further demonstrated to influence caloric output through a combination of several parameters, rather than significantly through a single variable. The observed univariate correlations between SCD temporal bone anatomy and caloric output appear promising, although a multivariate approach similar to those of reports of healthy subjects is likely necessary. Given our limited sample size and exploratory hypothesis generating approach, modeling the relationship of multiple temporal bone anatomic parameters to caloric output should be further explored in future studies with increased sample sizes.

5. Study limitations {#sec5}
====================

Small sample sizes were due to both low disease prevalence and the amount of labor required per three-dimensional volume reconstruction analysis. Future studies may collect data from multiple institutions, while automating temporal bone volume extraction following three dimensional volume reconstructions is possible. False positives and negative findings on HRCT may have affected our findings, particularly for the four observed cases of unilateral SCD. This possibility emphasizes the need for increased diagnostic accuracy of suspected SCD. A far more sensitive measure in SCD patients is the vestibular evoked myogenic potential (VEMP). Cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (cVEMP) show a reduced threshold and ocular VEMP (oVEMP) peak-to-peak amplitudes are usually increased ([@bib13], [@bib25]). The relationship between VEMP and temporal bone anatomy has never been described in patients with or without SCD, and should be considered in future studies of patients with SCD.

6. Summary {#sec6}
==========

Gross temporal bone volume is significantly decreased in patients with SCD than in those without SCD. These exploratory data are hypothesis generating as an alternative approach to improving the diagnostic utility of HRCT for SCD.
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